
Using 3-IN-1 intrusion sensors, this sabotage-resistant cellular based alarm system sends real time 
alerts over SMS text and app notifications.

StealthALERT
sabotage-resistant

security sensor

3-in-1 Motion Sensor 


Light Sensor


Accelerometer


Temperature & Humidity 


4G LTE (No WIFI)

Safes. Cabinets. RV's. Storage Units. Jewelry Cabinets. Monitor any space, get text alerts when 
accessed. Always be in the know. Always be alert.

Real-time alerts are sent over a roaming 
cellular connection, working 
automatically anywhere in the world. 
Engineered to work in low connectivity 
environments like a safe, basement, 
storage unit and more.  
With a full year of rechargeable battery 
life, it requires no power outlet.

Real time alerts anytime your important 
space is accessed.  
A text SMS and app alert notification is 
sent every time an intrusion is detected 
by motion or light allowing anyone 
subscribed to receive alerts to have 
peace of mind. with unlimited 
subscribers, your spouse or close friends 
can receive the same alerts you receive, 
anytime the space is accessed

The flexibility of a global roaming cellular 
connection means you never have to 
worry about wifi and passcodes. Simply 
take your sensor anywhere in the world 
and it will automatically find and 
connect to thousands of the top cellular 
networks,  
like AT&T and T-Mobile.

First month included then 4 dollar USD 
per month unlimited plan required.

Purchase in app after you've tried it!

MONITOR SPACES 

WITHOUT WIFI   
OR POWER

PEACE OF MIND  
EVERYTHING 

IS SAFE

ALERTS (SMS/PUSH)

YOUR PHONE

WHEN BREACHED

Real-time 
SMS alerts

Location� 
Triangulation

365 days 
battery life 

Easy setup 

Motion sensor, light  
sensor, accelerometer

4G LTE cellular  

View alert history

secure and encrypted 

 Home Safe

Storage

RV or trailer

Suitcase

boat

Drawer

Antenna Port

Infrared  
Motion Sensor

Light Sensor

LED Indicators

Micro USB

Dimensions 1.48" × 3.66" × 3.26"

Weight 3.40z/ 96g

Material Rugged ABS plastic

Battery life Up to 1 year (10 alerts monthly)

Sensors Light, Passive Infrared Motion (PIR), 
Accelerometer

Sensitivity 20’ × 20’ infrared motion range  
(std. room in house), any visible light,  
acceleration

Connectivity 4G Network (LTE/GSM/UMTS)

Cellular Range Worldwide

Battery Type Rechargeable Lithium lon Battery: 
RCR123a 650mAh

3.66”

3.26“

1.48”

Technical Specification

Wired Antenna with

Magnetic Base

Two Mounting  
Sticky Tapes

Battery

Charging Cable

Setup Guide

What’s Included


